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PART _ A

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1 Find the Laplace transform of f(t)=e-3i.

2 n LV0)-F$), then tt[rr(u)du]=

3. Find the inverse Laplace transform.t ?l O

4. Define unit step function.

5 write t.lr'()) in terms of L(f ), l(0) and f'(0).

6 Give r example of a periodic function which is neither odd nor even.
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7. Define Fourier cosine transform ofa function f(l).

8. What is the standard form of Fourier series for an even function?

9. Find the fundamental period of the function cos(nx).

10. lf f(x) has period p then find the period of f(2x).

(10x1=10Marks)

PART - B

Answer any eight questions. Each question canies 2 marks.

11. Find the Laplace transform of f(I)=tsin2t.

12. Find Lle 3rsin3tl.

t^-'l
13 Evahrale /rl r 

I

l(s+2)" l

r/\
'14 Find r1 I -----l- I

( (s + 2) (s+3)l

15. Solve the differential equation y'- y = t , y(O)=1 , y'(Ol=1 .

16. Define convolution of two functions and find the convolution of 1 and - 1.

17. ts LV(t)+ s(tll=r(r 1t1)+ r[s (t;]u exptain.

18. Find the Fourier series of f(xl= x for 0<x<22.

19. Findthe Fourier sine series for the function f(x)=z-x in 0< x<2.

20. Find the Fourier cosine transform of the tuncti on f (i={k-' 0<xto 
.

LU, X >N

2 R-1232



21. Derive the Fourier transform of f'(x), the derivative of f(x) .

22. Check whether the following functions are odd or even

,X(a) 
"x' +1

(b) x3 tan r x.

PART - C

Answer any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.

24. Findthe inverse transform of (:s+t)l(s-r) (s'?+t).

25. Solve the equ ation y" +3y' +2y = 6(t -1\ y (O)=o,y'(O\=O .

26. Find the Laplace transform of e-4tljtsintfat.

27. Find the Laplace transform of f2 e-3t sin 2f .

28. Find the inverse Laplace transform 
" 

4{}+9

29. Find the inverse of ?"=.3 ,.(s-l) (s'+2s+5J

23. Find the Laplace transform of the function *r={; :::

(8x2=16Marks)
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(6x4=24Marks)
PART _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. (a) State and prove convolution theorem of Laplace transforms

(b) Use convolution theorem to find the inverse Laplace transform o1 1

s'(s-a)
33. Find the Fourier series of the periodic function f(x) of period 2, where f(x)=tr x

in 0 <x<2 and deduce that 1-1 *1 -'1 *...=' .3 57 4

fsin x. 0<xcz
34. (a) Represent f(x)= { ^ as Fourier cosine integral

L U, X>N

(b) Find the Fourier intesrar of (x) = 

{20- 

x /jffi;j

^235. (a) Find the Fourier transform of f(x)= e 7. What is your inference?

(b) Find the Fourier transtom or 11x1={''l 
if 

.-1<x.<1' [0, otherwise

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Write the given system of equations in column form

5x +20Y =80

-x+4y=-64
2. Find two points on the line of intersection of the three planes l=0,2=0 and

x + y + z +t =1in four dimensional space.

3. Define a symmetric matrix.

4. Define subspace of a vector space.

5. The columns of a matrix A and n vectors from Rm. lf they are linearly
independent, what is the rank of A ?

6. Write the reflexion matrix that transforms (x,y) 1o (y, x) .

7. ll a 3 by 3 matrix has det A = l^1 , find det(A 1) 
.

2',

P.T.O.



8. State whether true or false: The determinant of S 1AS equals the determinant of
A.

9. lf ) + 0 is an eigen value of A and x is its eigen vector, then show that x is also

an eigen vector of A 1.

10. Define a transition matrir

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question canies 2 marks.

1'1. Write down the upper triangular system of equalions. Also find the pivots

2x+3Y =1
10x+9y =11

12. Give 2 by 2 matrices A and B such that AB = 0, although no entries ofA or B are
zero.

13. Describe the null space oi A [1 - 1.l

Lo o.i
'14. Describe the subspace of R3 spanned by the two vectors ('1, 1, -l).and

(-1, -1,1).
'15. Check whether the lransformation T:R3--+R3 defined by T(V1,Vr,V3) =

(vr,v.,o) ts lnear.

16. Using the big formula, compute det A from 6 terms. Are rows independent?

11 2 3ftl
^=14 

4 4l

ls o zl
17. The corners of a triangle are (2,1), (3,4) and (0,5). What is the area?
'18. Suppose the permutation P takes (1,2,3,4,5\ro (5,a,1,2,31. What does P'l doto

(1,2,3,4,5\.

19. Show that the eigen value of A equals the eigen value of Ar .

11 2f
20. Factor A=l' ' l into Sn S'.l0 3l

R - 1231



21. Compute Ar for the Fibonacci rnuu', [t ].1.Ll 0l

22. Ptove that two eigen vectors of a Hermitian matrix, if they come from different
eigen values one orthogonal to one another.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. Fot which numbers does the elimination break down

(i) Permanently (ii) I emporarily 
a,x + 3y -^3

'4x+6Y=6
Solve for x and y after fixing the second break down by a row exchange.

24 Findarmarrices 
^=[: :l 

thatsatisry 
^=[] l=[] ]

;o o 21
25. Reduce to echelon form I I -1 1 |

[, 1 4)

26. Find the range and kernel of T(Y,V)=(UV+V).
27. Find x,y and zby Cramer's rule :

2x+Y=1
x+2y + z=70
y+22=0

28. Define orthogonal matrix. Prove that ifA is an orthogonal matrix, then detA=11.

[o o 2'l

29. Find the eigen values and eigen vectors of A=10 2 01.

lz o ol

(6x4=24Marks)

R - 1231
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't

SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

. I, , 5l
32. (a) Compute the symmetric LDLr factorisation of A-P 12 181.

L5 18 301

[r 2 11
(b) Use the Gauss-Jordan method to ,"*n 

I : -: 
1 I12 3 -1i

33. (a) Find the value of ct that makes the system solvable and find the solution

x+Y +z=1
2x- y +22=1

x'2y-z -d

(b) Find the dimensions ofthe column space and raw space of 
^=l; 

; j
L0 0 0l

34. (a) Find the dimension and a basis for the four fundamental subspaces for
11 2 o 11

,:l o , '' oltt
l0 0 0 ol

(b) Find the 4 by 4 matrix A that represents a right shift : (x.,,xr, xr) is

transformed to (0, xr, xr,x.). Also find the left shift matrix B from R4 back

to R3, transforming (xr, xr, xr,xo) to (xr, x., xo).

35. (a) Test the cayley-Hamilton theorem on O lt, ?ll4 3l

(b) Find a diasonar matrix M so that 
^=li 11i. s.iru, to [] ]1.l0 1l L0 1l

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

4 R - 1231
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark.

1. Give an example of commutative ring with zero divisors.

2. Which are units of ,Z5 ?

3. What is the characletistic of nZ ?

4. Find the number ol elements in the factor rino ?2."82

5. State factor theorem.

6. ls the ring 22 isomorphic to the ring 42 ?

7. Define a primitive polynomial.

(Pages : 4)
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B. Deflne a unique factorisation domain.

9. Find the norm of 1+JJ.

10. State whether true orfalse: Every Euclidean domain is a UFD.

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each carries 2 marks.

'11. Prove that a(- O)= ( a)O= (ab)in a ring R.

12. Show that if a and b are idempotents in a commutative ring, then ab is also
idempotent.

13. Prove that the ideal <x'?+1>is not prime in z,[x].

14. Define a principal ideal domain. Give an example.

15. Find the kernel of the ring homomorphism from R[x] to R defined oy f(x)-+ f(l).

16. ls the field of real numbers is ring isomorphic to the field of complex numbers?
Justify your answer.

17. Show that the polynomial 2x+1in Zofxf has a mulliplicative inverse in Z,[x].

18. Construct a fleld of 9 elements.

19. Prove that every subring of Z isof the form nZfor some n eZ.

20. Define associates and irreducibles in an integral domain.

21. Suppose that a and b belong to an integral domain, b+0 and a is not a unit.
Show that < ab > is a proper subset of < b >.

22. Let d < -1 be an inteqer, that is not divisible by the square of a prime. Prove that
the only units ot Z\,ld ) are * l.

(8x2=16Marks)

R - 1228



SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

lla o) I

23. Prove that the set 1l lla,be Zl is a subring of the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices[Lob] ) "
ovet z.

24. Find all solutions of the equation x'?-5x+ 6=O in Z,z.

25. Show that an intersection of subflelds of a field F is again a sub field of F.

26. let abe a ring homomorphism from a ring R to a ring S. lf Eisanideal inS,then
prove that O'@)={r €Rldt)e8} isanideal of R.

27. Lel R be a ring with unity 1. Then show that the mapping O:Z-)R by

6(m) = m.1 is a ring homomorphism.

28. Show that if D is an integral domain, then O[x] is also an integral domain.

29. Show that 1 + J- 3 ;" irreducible in ZU-1.

30. Show that the ring of Gaussian integers Z[l]={a+ bila,bez} is a Euclidean
domain.

31. ln ZkL], showthat2l doesn't factor uniquely as a product of irreducibles.

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each carries 15 marks.

32. (a) Prove that a finite integral domain is a field.

(b) Prove that the characteristic of an integral domain is zero or prime.

R - 1228



33 Let D be an integral domain. Then prove thal there exist a field F that contains a
subflng isomorphic to D.

34. (a) State and prove Gauss's lemma.

(b) Let f(x)ez[x]. Prove that if f(x) is reducible over Q, then it is reducible
over Z.

35. Prove that in a PlD, an element is irreducible if and only if it is pnme.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

R - 1224
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SECTION - A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 'l mark.

1. Define convergence of series of complex numbers.

2. Define Uniform Convergence of a sequence of functions.

3. Define a power series.

4. Define a simple pole.

5. Define residue of f(z) al zo.

6. Define lmproper integral over [0,col of a continuous non negative function f(x).

7. Define the Cauchy principal value of f over (--co,o)

8. What do you mean by local property of a mapping.

P-T.O.



3 Deine open mapprng property.

10 Deflne the rrapping: Translation

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1'l. Prove that f ' -Cl converoes to j for lcl - 1.ut-t - 1 .c

12. Find the Maclaurin series for sinz.

13. Define Cauchy Product of two Taylor series.

14. State M test for uniform convergence.

15. State the necessary and sufficient condition for an analytic function to have a
zerc o'f otder m al zo .

16. Define the radius on convergence of a power series.

17 . lf f (z) = '- r:! , wherc P(z) and Q(z) are analytical al zo and Q has a simple
\)\z)

pole at zo, while P(20) * 0, derive lhe formula for Res(f;zo)

18. Find the residue at z -O ol f(z). r'.,(;) using Laurent series.

19. Evaluate p.v. txdx .

20. Show that ez is locally one to one but not globally.

2'1. State the Riemann Mapping Theorem.

22. Define the mappings: Rotation and Magnification.

(8x2='16Marks)

R - 1225



SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

23. State the comparison test and show that ,: ,::]L converges.
"t=,(i+1\l

24. Find the Taylor series of Log z around z =1.

25. Prove that the uniform limit of a sequence of continuous functions defined on a
simply connected domain is also continuous.

26. Classify the zeros and singularities .t si(r - J 
)

27. Find the residues at each singularity of f(z)= es17 .

28. Prove that, if f(z) has a pole of order m at zo, lhen

Res(f : zo ) = rimz-," 14ffiU, - zol^ f (z)).

29. Suppose that f(t) and M(t) {e continuous function defined on [a,b], with f
complex and M real valued. Prove that if lf 

(tl < M(t) on this interval, then

30. Prove that if f(z) is anal/(ic at zo , and f'(zo) * 0 then f(z) is conformal at zo .

31. Define a Mobius transformation and show that the inverse of a Mobius

transformation is another Mobius Transformation

(6x4=24Marks)

li'u,*l=i*u,*

R - 1225



SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Prove thal if f(z) is analytic in the disk )z zol<n, then there exists a Taytor

series which converges to f(zl for all z in this disk.

33. (a) Expand e(L) as a Laurent series about z = o.

-2 '>--z(b) Find the Laurent Series for f el = T in the region lz - 1] > 1 .

34. State and prove Cauchy Residue Theorem. Using Cauchy Residue Theorem

evaluate the integral of f 21= -- l-32 
- over the circle lzl = 2 .

z(z-1)(z-2\

35. Evatuate 
2i 

sin2 0 or.
a 5+4cosd

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

R - 1225
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SECTION _ A

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

lx-2)1. Evaluate lim
x)7 t4 x-2

2. State true or false: Every uniformly continuous function is continuous.

3. Determine the points of discontinuity of the greatest integer function.

4 State the mean value theorem.

5. Define a uniformly continuous function.

6. Define a differentiable function at a point.

P-T_O.



7. Give an example of a real valued function which is discontinuous at every point
of R.

8. Define upper integral of a function f.

g. When do you say that a bounded real function f is integrable on [a,b]?

10. State true or false: lf lf is integrabte on [a,b] thenf is also integrable on [a,b].

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

)
1 1 Eu.1,,.1. |;rn 1-

,-o l,l

12. prove that the Dirichlet's function f deFrned on R by f (x) = [1if,x 
is krrational

l- 1if x is rational

is discontinuous at every point.

13. lf f: A-+Rand g: 4 +R are continuous at a point c€A, show that f(x)+g(x)
is also continuous at c.

'l
14. ls the function f(x) = - uniformly continuous on (0, 1l? Justify.

X

15. Prove that {f(xr)} is a Cauchy sequence for every Cauchy sequence {xr} in R
where f is a uniformly continuous functjon.

16. lf f is differentiable in (a, b) and f'(x) <0 for all x€(a,b), show that f is

monotonically decreasing.

17. Show by an example that a bounded function in [a,b] need not be continuous in
la,bl.

18. Iff: A-+R is differentiable ata point c 
= A then f is continuous at c as well.

2 R - 't222



19. Findthevalueof , for the function f(x)= x2 +4x+3 to be uniformly continuous

in the interval [-1,1], given a = ].'10

20. Check whether the following {unction is integrable over [0,1j: f(x)= 1 if x € [0,1]

and x is rational and f(x) = 0 if x e[0,1]and x is irrational.

b6
21. Show that ltar >lrax.

aa

22. Show that if f and g are bounded and integrable on [a,b], such that f > g , then

trax>toar.
aa

SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

(8x2= 16 Marks)

(1
23. Testthe continuity ofthe function atx= 0 (x) ={xsin 'forx*0

I o,rorx o

24. Explain Lipschitz functions with the geometrical interpretation.

25. Show that a uniformly continuous function preserves Cauchy sequences.

26. Supposef isareal differentiable function on [a,b] and suppose f'(a)<2<f'(b).
Prove that there is a point x € (a, b) such that f' (xl = A.

27. State and prove chain rule of differentiation.

28. State and prove Darboux's theorem.

29. Prove that, if f is monotonic in [a,b], it is integrable in [a,b].

3 R - 1222



30. lf f and g are integrable in [a,b] then show that fg is also integrable in [a,b].

I l for x rational31 Show that the Dirichlet's function 9A) = 
1Oto, , ir*ti / 

is not integrable.

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Letf: A+R be continuous on A. lf KqAis compact, then prove thatf(K) is
compact as well.

33. State and prove Intermediate value theorem. ls the converse true? Justify your
answer.

34. Prove that a bounded function f is integrable on [a,b] if and only if for every , > 0
there exists a partition P such that U (P,f) - L (P, f) < c.

35. lf f is bounded and integrable on [a,b] and k is a number such that lf(xl < k for

leI
all x e [a, b] . Prove that l) f dx' < k(b - a) .

l;

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

R - 1222


